
Advantages of Rules Engine Feature for Your 

Organization

The rules engine feature of KlearStack AI allows
organizations to become much more agile and scalable
which means they can focus more on growing their
business and less on operations of managing invoices,
receipts and payments.

Therefore, along with IDP, the additional layer of
automation in KlearStack’s platform can help your
organization achieve end to end automation for your
document centric business processes.

Easy Cross Verification of Documents

Organizations usually reconcile invoices with purchase orders
and other documents manually. This can be highly time-
consuming and additional resources may be required and hence,
increasing the costs for the business as well.

KlearStack AI has developed rules engine feature that can help
not only automate the reconciliation process for organizations
but also transform and standardize data.
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The data validation rule engine allows your organization
to automate the process of checking one document with
another and avoid manually cross-checking documents.

The data transformation rule engine standardizes the
language used while processing the documents,
irrespective of from which supplier or vendor partner
the document has come.

Since data validation and data transformation are done
automatically, there is no need for any manual intervention
to cross-check the documents or translate the descriptions
to the ones that are used by your organization.

End to end document automation means that your
organization will have the ability to focus on the
core functions of your business and need not worry
about structuring or validating data manually after
it is captured/predicted from the documents.
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Data transformation helps to translate
and standardize text from different
suppliers to the text that is used by your
inventory management system.

Data validation enables you to cross-
check a document with a certain set of
conditions that are put in place by your
organization in KlearStack AI.
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